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Many of us are very fortunate to be living with basic human necessities such as food and 
shelter. The unfortunate reality, however, is that not everyone has access to the same 
favourable circumstances. Specifically, it is estimated that 150 million individuals150 million individuals  are 
homeless worldwide in addition to the approximate 2 billion2 billion who lack adequate housing. To 
this day, homelessnesshomelessness is a prevalent issue in society that seems to be disregarded and not 
fully attended to. 

As with many other socially related topics, there is a negative stigma associated with 
homelessness. It is frequently viewed as a choice or result of one’s faults, as opposed to a 
real-life, quantifiable matter which may be out of one’s control. 

EVERYONE DESERVES A HOME
WHY $HOME?
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With the undeniable surge of cryptocurrency, what better way is there to address 
homelessness worldwide and assist those in need or even end it once and for all?

THAT’S WHY WE ARE HERE.THAT’S WHY WE ARE HERE.
WE WANT EVERYONE TO FEEL AT HOME.WE WANT EVERYONE TO FEEL AT HOME.

...
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WHAT WE 
ARE ALL ABOUT
At $HOME, we are very lucky to have a committed team of experienced developers and 
project managers with many previous successful endeavours. Up next in our agenda is 
Home coin, as the topic of Homelessness is a matter of utmost importance to us. We are 
eager to aid those in need, and through implementing a variety of different strategies, we 
hope to reduce the rate of homelessness  worldwide.worldwide.  

At the end of the day, we are all human, and  all deserve a place to call HOME.all deserve a place to call HOME.  The team, 
along with our motivated community have set our sights on fighting homelessness. We have 
a vision for those who struggle, and our goal is clear.

This is not  just a coin; this is the beginning of a new era. This is not  just a coin; this is the beginning of a new era. 
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Through HomeCoin we strive to not only provide general freedom worldwide to those 
in need by assisting individuals with basic living necessities such as food and shelter, but 
also to provide future financial freedomfuture financial freedom to those who believe in our mission and our team. 
Economic systems play a prominent role in the ever-growing poverty within our world. 
They remove people’s ability to preach for their basic needs, thus under-representing these 
individuals.

DeFi currenciesDeFi currencies are taking charge of today’s financial market as they give  power back to the power back to the 
investor.investor.  

$HOME is our solution$HOME is our solution to all these financial problems, both for the average investor, and the 
not so average holder.

Our organization will not only provide financial freedom for our investors, but we will also 
help underprivileged individualshelp underprivileged individuals gain back their basic privileges week by week as our 
donations continuously increase, and our warm community expands.

FINANCIAL 
FREEDOM
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An individual experiencing homelessness will often resort to living in an environment 
that can leave them quite vulnerable, exposed to being taken advantage of or putting 
themselves in harm’s way.

For us, it does not matter what your story isit does not matter what your story is. We are all human and nobody deserves to benobody deserves to be  
without food and shelterwithout food and shelter, therefore we decided to take this matter into our own hands.

We are a charity-oriented token which rewards investors with the experience of helping the rewards investors with the experience of helping the 
underprivileged while working towards future financial freedomunderprivileged while working towards future financial freedom,, all while having fun along 
the way!

It is our goal to make our user experience as easy and straightforward as can be!It is our goal to make our user experience as easy and straightforward as can be! This will 
allow us to not only raise more money for our ultimate goal, but to make life for our investors 
less complicated.

REDEFINING 
CHARITY DONATIONS
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There is an increasing number of people in need of food and shelter worldwide, and we are 
eager to reduce the rate of homelessness and assist those who suffer. We understand that 
this is an enormous task though we believe this project is here for the long haul, and with 
the help of the community, the sky’s the limit. 

Every SundayEvery Sunday, the HomeCoin team, along with the communitycommunity will discuss and select a 
homeless shelter or food bank to receive our weekly donation. We will release a poll to 
vote for the organization that will be donated to weekly in both our Discord and Telegram 
communities. 

We are dedicated to making an impact and will contribute to our cause with real, meaningful real, meaningful 
aidaid. The team anticipates a significant sum of money in contributions in the first year alone, 
and we couldn’t be more excited. The first scheduled donation will be announced soon!

Following the contributionscontributions, we will share these exciting moments on our official platforms 
and social media. We celebrate together as a wholesome community!

DONATIONS
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What is an NFT?What is an NFT? 

A non-fungible token is a unit of data stored on a blockchainblockchain, this blockchain certifies digital 
assets to confirm they are unique and therefore interchangeable.unique and therefore interchangeable. NFT’s are often used to 
represent items such as photos, videos, audio, and other types of digital files.

As we progress with our mission, our community will grow, and we want to differentiate 
ourselves from other charity tokens. We will auction a limited amount of  25-50 unique 25-50 unique 
tokens.tokens. Each token will represent a different value. Values will vary from roundtrips to Greeceroundtrips to Greece, 
all the way to courtside tickets to sports games.courtside tickets to sports games. All proceeds of the NFT biddings will go 
towards our charity wallet where our weekly donations will grow gradually. 

We aim to launch our NFT tokens in the end of Q3We aim to launch our NFT tokens in the end of Q3 

NFT
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        May 2021        May 2021
  Token Launch
  Website Launch
  Pancake Swap Listing
  Audit results for HomeCoin Smart Contract
  First donation (Live streamed)
  Dev and Founder Doxing
  Community Giveaways
  Community Contests
  First AMA (live streamed)
  Whitebit Listing
  CoinGecko Listing
  Influencer Marketing 

  

OUR ROADMAP 
        June 2021        June 2021
  Marketing budget increased 
  Community Contests and Giveaways
  Blockfolio Listing
  Hotbit Exchange Listing
  CMC Listing
  Merch Release
  Partnerships 
  Youtube vlogs 
  First set of NFT’s

        July 2021        July 2021
  Development of HomeCoin Shelter
  More NFT’s
  Bigger Partnership
  Coming Soon

 
Q3 2021
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As HomeCoin progresses and grows, we will be adjusting this roadmap to stay up to date As HomeCoin progresses and grows, we will be adjusting this roadmap to stay up to date 
with the needs and wants of our community. We would love to hear ideas and suggestions with the needs and wants of our community. We would love to hear ideas and suggestions 
from you as from you as this is our coin. Everyone should have a say. this is our coin. Everyone should have a say. 

Nothing is perfect in this world, and neither are we. The team is working diligently on Nothing is perfect in this world, and neither are we. The team is working diligently on 
the project and we ask that you be understanding and patient as we attempt to make a the project and we ask that you be understanding and patient as we attempt to make a 
tremendous change in the world.tremendous change in the world.

The HomeCoin team is focused on making a The HomeCoin team is focused on making a solid foundationsolid foundation first instead of “pumping”  first instead of “pumping” 
and marketing without a clear target. That way we have a chance to grow bigger. and marketing without a clear target. That way we have a chance to grow bigger. Slow and Slow and 
steady wins the racesteady wins the race, and we believe that this strategy will place us above other coins in the , and we believe that this strategy will place us above other coins in the 
market. Our team will be working day and night on many great things to come your way, market. Our team will be working day and night on many great things to come your way, 
with a motivated community supporting us. with a motivated community supporting us. 

We will start marketing later than most tokens will since we believe that We will start marketing later than most tokens will since we believe that 
building a building a community which shares the same goalscommunity which shares the same goals as a foundation is more  as a foundation is more 
important than focusing only on the price of our token at first. We will do important than focusing only on the price of our token at first. We will do 
everything we can on our end to get this going, but we need your help!everything we can on our end to get this going, but we need your help!
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SupplySupply
A charity token.A charity token.

1,000,000,000,000,0001,000,000,000,000,000 total original supply total original supply

An initial An initial burn of 30%burn of 30% leaving  leaving 700,000,000,000,000 for circulating700,000,000,000,000 for circulating  supply.supply.

TaxTax
A A 10%10% Tax attached to every transaction Tax attached to every transaction

  5%5% - Distributed to holders to reward you all for believing in our cause. - Distributed to holders to reward you all for believing in our cause.
   Adds $HOME directly in your wallet every time a holder sells, buys, or sends $HOME.   Adds $HOME directly in your wallet every time a holder sells, buys, or sends $HOME.
  5%5%  - Added to liquidity.- Added to liquidity.

ReservedReserved

5% of the Initial Token Supply will be reserved to ensure successful, effective, and timely weekly donations.5% of the Initial Token Supply will be reserved to ensure successful, effective, and timely weekly donations.

    2.5%2.5%  -- Of Initial Token Supply - Belongs to the charity wallet, used to donate on a weekly basis (Sunday’s) Of Initial Token Supply - Belongs to the charity wallet, used to donate on a weekly basis (Sunday’s)

    2.5%2.5%  --  Of Initial Token Supply - Invested into financing the project.  Of Initial Token Supply - Invested into financing the project.

TOKENOMICS 10% TAX

30% BURN

5% RESERVED
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At HomeCoin, trust and equalitytrust and equality are some of our top priorities. This is a charity-oriented 
token, driven solely by the community. We strive to achieve fairness throughout, so we 
decided to use a fair launchfair launch and renounce our token contractrenounce our token contract to ensure your security. Our 
developers are also unable to ever tamper with the code.

We have also burned the liquidityburned the liquidity as a means to further protect your coin as well as the 
longevity of this project, ultimately making this coin un-ruggableun-ruggable. We built HomeCoin to 
be self-sustainingself-sustaining  by implementing a tax which continuously builds liquidity to create a 
constantly increasing market cap, reducing the price volatilityreducing the price volatility. As the coin gains traction, 
token transactions will have less financial impact and will be more stable for our holders. 
For your security, our first auditour first audit will be released as soon as possible. 

We have currently submitted our contract and code to multiple auditors,We have currently submitted our contract and code to multiple auditors, and more results 
will be available early next week. If you happen to have any familiarity with Solidity, we we 
encourage you to review our code for yourself.encourage you to review our code for yourself. You will notice the similarities between our 
organization and larger secure coins.

SAFETY AT $HOME
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Our missionOur mission is simple, we want to make the world a safer and warmer place for all individuals 
who find themselves under privileged and without basic human necessities. 

The team here at HomeCoin will achieve this mission through weekly generous donationsweekly generous donations  
geared towards organizations who work with poverty-stricken areas by supplying shelter 
and food for individuals in need.

Alongside our efforts to tackle this issue on a global scaleglobal scale, we are excited to actively create a 
warm and passionate community, hopefully yourself included!

We couldn’t be happier to have you on board.We couldn’t be happier to have you on board.

CREATING A BETTER
HOME FOR ALL
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